Administrative Stuff

- Today is the last day to withdraw
- Steganography assignment due today
- Heap practice problems, string library assignment posted soon
exam notes

- `something.func()`
- `if (c == 'a' || 'e' || 'i' || ...)`
- `a vs 'a' vs "a"
- `s=malloc() vs s[]`
- `not writing an is_vowel( )`
- `strcat( )`
- `char tmp[100]`
- `no public static ...`
- `String vs char[] or char*`
- `s vs *s vs &s`
- `sizeof`
  - number of bytes, not bits
  - can’t take an array (incl string) and use to find length
more exam notes

Checking all vs returning the result of the last comparison

- search
- palindrome